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ABSTRACT 
For any given positive integer n, we give a necessary and sufficie co dition for 
an n x n r&culant (genemlized circukmt) over the Boolean algebra 0 = { , 1) to be 
idempotent, and we present an algorithm to obtain all n x n idempotent rkirculants 
overBforr=O,l,..., n-l. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The matrices which we consider here are n x n matrices over the; Boolean 
algebra B = (0, 1). Let I be a nonnegative integer. An r+rculant (ge eralized 
circulant) is a matrix A = (ail) with ai j E B in which each row, ex ‘p, pt the 
first, is obtained from the preceding row by shifting the elements cy lically r 
columns to the right, i.e., aij=aill,j_r for i,j=O,l,...,n-1, ! w ere the 
indices are reduced to their least nonnegative remainders modulo n. fRt P be 
*This work was done while the author was a visiting scholar at the University of $ittsbu&. 
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the n X n permutation matrix corresponding to the permutation 
( 
()I... i . ..n-1 
1 2 **- is1 a** i 0 ’ 
Then (see [S] and [2]) any n x n rcirculant A with the first row 
(a,,c,,..., a n _ 1) satisfies 
PA = AP’ (1) 
and 
n-1 
A= c a,Q,.P’, (2) 
i-0 
where Q, is the rcirculant with the first row (LO, 0,. . . ,O). Since we only 
consider the matrices over B = (0, 1}, each ai is either 0 or 1 for i = 
O,l,...,n- 1. A O-circulant A satisfies PA = A, i.e., all rows of A are the 
same. A l-circuhmt is the classical circulant. Then n X n matrix f with all 
entries1isar-circulantfort=0,l,..., n-l. 
In [I], the following was proved: Let d be any divisor of n such that 
n=dt, and E be the identity matrix. Then Ecd’=E+pd+Pzd+ --- + 
P(t-“d is an idempotent [(Ecd’)’ = Ecd’] l-circulant over B, and any n x n 
idempotent lcirculant over B is obtained in this manner. (Also see [2] and 
[3].) Here, we prove a generalization, i.e., we give a necessary and sufficient 
condition for an n x n r4rculant over B to be idempotent. We also present 
an algorithm to obtain all n x n idempotent rcirculants for r = 0, 1, . . . ,n - 1. 
2. A CHABACTEBIZATION 
THEOREM 1. Every n x n OcircuZunt ooer B is idmpotent. 
Proof. Let A be an n X n O-circulant over B. Then, by (2), A = 
Q&TL& i P ’ ), where Qo is the ra X n matrix with every entry in the first 
column being 1, and all other entries being 0. By using (l), i.e., PQ, = Qc, 
and by using QoQo = Qo, we have A2 = [ Qo(C~l~ai P*)][ Q,(C;:ia i P’)] = 
QoQo[C~:~aiPi] = Qo[Cy;n’a,P’] = A, i.e., A is idempotent. m 
Let u= {uo,up..., IJ_~} and, V= {oO,ol,...,uk-l} be two sets of 
nonnegative integers with k elements, and n be a positive integer. U is said to 
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be congruent o V modnlo n, denoted by U = V mod n, if, for e 
“F 
h ui E U, 
thereisaulEVSUchthatu,~ojmodn,andif,foreachviEV,,thereisa 
u EUsuchthatu.~u,modn.Clearly, UrUmodn, U=Vmodnimplies 
d=Umodn,andU=Vmod nandV=WmodnimplyU=Wmodn. 
A set {jO, jr , . . . &_ I } of nonnegative integers is said to be an 
progression modnlo n with common difference d if the 
i0, h , . . . , j, _ 1, in some order, constitute an arithmetic progression 
less than n, &=jk mod n for k=O,l,...,t-1, and 
{ 17,3,5,11,9} is an arithmetic progression modnlo 10, because the 
3, 5, 1, and 9 constitute an arithmetic progression with the first 
common difference 2. 
LEMMA 2.1. L.et i, r, and n be positive integers. Zf m is thk smallest 
positive integer such that mri = 0 mod n, then we haue: (a) n = 
” 
, where 
d = (ri, n) is the greatest common dioisor of ri and n. (b) e set of 
nonnegative integers {i,i+ri,i+2ri,...,i+(m-l)ri} constitut an arith- 
metic progre&on mod& n with common dij$rence d equal to (ri,, n). 
Proof. (a): We show n = md. Let [ ri, n] be the least common nitiple of 
ri and n. Since m is the smallest positive integer such that mri = 
[ri,n]=mTi. By using the fact (n)(ri)=(d)([ri,n]), where d is th greatest 
common divisor of ri and n, we have n = md. 
1 
mod n, 
(b): Let i + kri = j, mod n, where j, is a nonnegative integer 1 ss than n 
for k =O,l,..., m - 1, Since m is the smallest positive integer ch that 
mri = 0 mod n, the integers j,, jr,. . . , j,_ r are distinct. Now e set {i, 
i+ri,i+2ri,..., i + (m - l)ri} constitutes an arithmetic progres ‘on, and 
j,_ r } preserves the addition. Since d = (ri, 
I! 
since the map q from the additive group of integers to the additiv group of 
integers modnlo n defined by q(a) = b where a = qn + b for so e q is a 
homomorphism, the map n restricted to { i, i + ri, i + 2ri,. . . , i + ( - l)ri } 
onto {joy jl, j2,..., 
j,-i for k=0,1,2 ,..., m - 1. From (a), we know that n = 
{jo, jls...y jm-r> constitutes an arithmetic progression with 
ference d, i.e., {i, i + ri, i +2ri,.. . , i +(m - l)ri} constitute an 
progression modulo n with common difference d = (ri, n ). n 
LEMMA 2.2. L.et i, and i, be rwnnegatiue integers, n, d,, d,, sl, nd s2 be 
positive integers, A,= {i,,i,+d,,...,i,+(s,-l)d,} and A,= {i,,is+ 
d s,...,is+(sa-l)ds} betwoarithm&icptvgre.&onsmodulonwi hs,dl= 
3 
szd,=n,undBu={i,+ud,,i,+ud,+d,,...,i,+ud,+(s,-1) 2}fbru 
=O,l,..., s,-1. Tha C=$UB,U *.. u BS,_ 1 is an arithmeti progres- 
sion module n with common dij$?mnce d = (d,, d,). 
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ProoJ (A) We claim that, for any two B+, and B, where u + I) and 
0 G U, u Q s1 - 1, if i, + ud, in B, is not congruent to any element in B, 
module n, then none of the elements in B, is congruent o any element in B, 
module n. Suppose the contrary, i.e., i, + ud, + td, = i, + od, + wd, mod 
n. If t FLUI, then i, + ud, = i, + od, mod n, and this contradicts the choice 
of i,+ud,. If t<w,theni,+ud ,=ii,+ud,+(w-_)d, mod n, andthis 
again contradicts the choice of C, + ud,. If t > w, by using s,d 2 = n and 
0 < t, w g s2 -1, wehave i,+wll~i,+ud,+(Sg+W-_t)d2 mod n, and 
this again contradicts the choice of i, + ud,. Hence, if i, + udl in B,, is not 
congruent o any element in B, module n, then none of the elements in B,, is 
congruent to any element in B, module n. Similarly, we can show that if 
i, + ud, is congruent o some element in B, module n, then every element in 
B, is congruent to one and only one element in B, modulo n, i.e., B,, = B, 
mod 12. 
(B) Let s = (sl, sz). Then we have s1 = sb, and s2 = sb, for some positive 
integers b, and b, where (b,, b,)== 1. We claim that, among $, B1,...,BS1_l, 
the arithmetic progressions B,,, B l,...,Bbl_l are not congruent o each other 
module n, and each of the rest is congruent to one of Bo, B,,. . . , B, _1 
module n. Let d = (d 1, d,). Then d 1 = g,d and d, = q,d for some post&e 
integers 91 and 92 where (Q~, 92) = 1. Since we have n = sld, = sbIqld and 
n = s2d2 = sb292d, we have b,9, = b2q2. Since (b,, b2)= 1, b, divides 92. 
Since (9r, 92) = 1, 92 divides b,. Consequently, b, = 92 and b2 = Q~. 
WeshowthatB,*B,modnforx#yandO<x,y<b,-l.Supposethe 
contrary, i.e., i, + xd, =i,+yd,+zd2modn.Then(x-y)dl~zd2modn. 
Since both (x - y)d, and zd, are less than n, we have (x - y)d, = zd,, i.e., 
(x - y)q, = zq2 or (x - y)b, = zb,. Since (b,, b,) = 1, b, divides x - y. Since 
x#yandO,<x,y<bb,- 1, this is impossible. Hence, by (A), B, f Bv mod n 
for x # y and 0 < x, y Q b, - 1. Consider the element i, + td, in B,, where 
b,dtgs,-- l.Wemaywritet=gbl+hwherel<g~s-landO<hdbl 
- 1. Then i, + td, = i, +(gb, + h)d, = (il + hi,)+ gb,d, = (il + hd,)+ 
gq,q,d =(il + hdl)+gq,d2 E B,. By (A), Bt = B, mod n, i.e., each of 
B,,, B,I+l,. . - > Bs,_l is congruent o one of $, B1,...,Bbl-l modulo n. 
(C) Let C=B,uB,u ... u Bs,_l. Then the cardinality of C is s2b,. 
Since n = s2d2 = s,g,d = (s,b,)d, s2b, is the smallest positive integer such 
that (s,b,)d =O mod n. By Lemma 2.1 and by the fact of d dividing 
(il + ud, + ud,) - i, for 0 Q u < s1 - 1 and O<ucs,-1, it follows that 
C= {i,,i,+d,...,i,+(s2b,- 1)d } is an arithmetic progression modulo n 
with common difference d. n 
For convenience, we shall call C the refinement of Al by using A,. 
We note the following cases: 
(1) d,ld,. AllofB,modulonforu=O,l,...,s,-larecontainedinA,. 
Thus,C=A,modnandd=d,. 
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(2) d,Id,. $“Bl=.** = Bs,_l mod n. Thus, C=$ @xl n and 
d=d,. 
The following examples demon&&e 2.2: 
C mcdulo n is the arithmetic progression 
(2,8,14,20,6,12,l8,0,10,16,22,4} 
withcommondifferenced=(d,,d,)=(4,6)=2. 
(b) The case of d,ld,. Let n=24, d,=4, s,=6, d2=8, s2~3, A,= 
{2,6,10,14,18,22), and A, = { 1,9,17}. Then s = (sl, s2) = (6,3) = 3, and 
b, = sl/s = 6/3 = 2. Since B, = {2+4u,2+4u +8,2+4u + 16) for 0 G u 
d 5, we have 
C=UcOBU== ; B,,= {2,10,18,6,14,22}=Cmod24,; 
u-0 
which is A,. 
(c) The case of d,Id,. Let n=24, d,=6, s,=4, d,=3, s,t8, A,= 
{2,8,14,20}, and AZ = (8,11,14,17,20,23,26,29). Then s=(~~,~~)=(4,8) 
=4, and b,=q/s=l. Since B,= {2+6~,2+6~+3,...,2+6~+21), we 
have 
F$= {2,5,8,11,14,17,20,23)~A,mod24. 
LEMMA 2.3, L.et r and n be positive integers, i,, i,,. . . , ik_l be k distinct 
nonntgg4tive integers lass than n, and {i,+rf,,i,+ri, ,..., ik_,+j$}, jbr 
t =O,l,..., k-l, beksetaofnmwgatiueintepr#. Zf,jbrt=O,l,\..,k-1, 
{i,+d,,i,+rf, ,..., fk_l+~~}={iO,il,...,ik_l)modnb (3) 
then {&,il ,...,tL_l} is a union of sets of arithmetic pmgre.&ms M ulon 
with the same common di@mnce and the same number oftems. 
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Proof. Let d be the greatest common divisor of rio, rir, . . . , I%,._ I and n, 
denoted by d = (ri,, rii,,. .., rik_l, n). Then n = dm for some positive integer 
m. Also, let d, = (n’,,n)for t=O,l,..., k-l.Let Z={i,,i,,...,ik_l}. We 
shall say that i, + ri, E Z if i, + Ti, = i, mod n for some. i, in I. 
(A) Let s, be the smallest positive integer such that S& = 0 mod n. 
Then, by Lemma 2.1, for each t, we have an arithmetic progression module n 
with the common difference d,, i.e., for t = 0, 1, . 1, 
{ i,,i,+ti, ,..., i,+(s,-l)ri,} 
Let A,= {i,,i,+d,,..., i,+(st-l)dt}fort=O,l,...,k-l.SinceA,= 
i, + Ti,, . . . , i,+(s,-l)Ti,} mod n, by (3), for t=O,l,..., 
We use A, to refine A,, as in Lemma and obtain an 
Xl= {i,,i,+d,,,..., i, +(m, - l)d,,} mod n 
with common difference d,, = (d,, d,) and n = d,,m,. Clearly, X, c I. 
By the same process, we refine X, by using As to obtain an arithmetic 
progression X,, XscZ, with common difference d,,=((d,,d,),d,), 
and so on. Refine X,_ r by using A,_ I to obtain an arithmetic progression 
xk- 1, Xk_l C I, with the common difference d,,,,,,ck_lj = 
(...((d,,d,),d,) ,..., d,_J. Since dolz...~k_l~=(riio, ti, ,..., rik_I, n)= d and 
since n = dm, we have 
x&l= {i,,i,+d,...,i,+(m-l)d} modn. 
(B) If i, E Z - Xk_r, then we use A, to refine A,, and so on. By the same 
process, we shah obtain an arithmetic progression Yk_ r, Yk_ r C I, with m 
terms and with common difference d: 
yk-l= { i,,i,+d,..., i,f(m-l)d} modn. 
(C) Repeat the same process as in (B). After a finite number of repeats, 
we have h arithmetic progressions X,_ r, yk_ r, .. . ) zk_ 1 moddo n such that 
z=&_l”Yk-lu -*’ uzk-ly 
whereXk-l,Z’k-l,S.., zk_ r are pairwise disjoint arithmetic progressions mod- 
ulo n with m terms and with the same common difference d, and n = md. 
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(D) Due to the cardinality of the set Z being k, due to 
arithmeticprogre&onsXk_,,Yk_,,..., Z,_ i having m terms, 
arithmetic progressions being disjoint, we have k = hm. In 
set I contains only one arithmetic progression, then k = m. 
Txmom 2. LetA=Q,(C;:;Pil) with Odi,,i,,..., k 1, i _ <nclbean 
n x n r&rcuiiznt ouer the Boolean algebra B = (0, l}, a d = 
($J,Til,..., rik_l,n). Then A is idempotent if and only if the olbwing 
conditionshold: Fort=O,l,..,, k-l, 
p 
{iI& ,...,i,_,} = {i,+ri,,i,+ri t,...,ik_l+rit} modn,~ (3’) 
and 
d I f2 - r, where r2 = P2 mod n. (4 
Proof. Assume A2 = A = Q,(Z::tP’t). Then, by using (l), we have 
Because of A2 = A, P being a permutation matrix, the first ro of QIp 
and the first row of Q, being (l,O,O,.. .,O), and B = {O,l} being a Boolean 
algebra, for any term Qr~Pit+riu in 
1 
(5) there is one and only one term Qr P ‘I 
in the sum of A such that their first rows are the same. Also, suppose that the 
first rows of Q,sP~~+‘~u and Q,sP~Y+‘~u for u = O,l,. . . , k - 1 in (5) are the 
same as the first row of QrPif in the sum of A. This means that ii 
t 
i, + 8%” 
mod n and i, =,i, + ri, mod n, and it follows that i, - i, 3 0 mod . Since 
0 Q i,, i, Q n - 1, we have i, = i,. Consequently, 
{ ia,ii,..., ik_i} = {i,+ri,,i,+ri t,...,ik_l+rit} modn ( 
holds for t = 0 , 1 , . . . , k - 1, i.e., the condition (3’) holds. I 
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Now we show that the condition (4) holds. Since A = A’, the second row 
of A is the same as the second row of A=. We know that the second row of A 
is obtained from the first row of A by shifting the elements cyclically r 
columns to the right, and that the second row of A2 is obtained from the first 
row of A2 by shifting the elements cyclically f2 columns to the right, where 
r2 = f2 mod n. Since the condition (3’) holds and since (3’) and (3) are the 
same, by Lemma 2.3 the set of cohmm numbers of nonzero elements of the 
first row of A is the union of some arithmetic progressions modulo n with 
the same common difference d. Hence the second rows of A2 and A being the 
same means that f2 - r is a multiple of d, i.e., d I a2 - T. 
Now we show that the conditions (3’) and (4) imply A2 = A. From (5) and 
from A = Q,(Ct$P if), 
Qi2(C;$‘9. H 
we know that the condition (3’) implies A2 = 
ence, the first row of A2 is the same as the first row of A. By 
Lemma 2.3, the set { i,, i,, . . . , i,_ 1 } in A = Q,(C::,$“c) is the union of some 
arithmetic progressions modulo n with the same common difference d, and 
by the condition (4), the second row of A2 is the same as the second row of 
A. Since the j th row of A is obtained from the proceeding row of A by 
shifting the elements cyclically T columns to the right and since the jth row of 
A2 is obtained from the proceeding row of A2 by shifting the elements 
cyclically f2 columns to the right for j = 3,4,. . . , n, by using the condition 
(4), the jth row of A2 is the same as the jth row of A for j = 3,4,. . . , n, and 
A2 = A follows. n 
COROLLARY 2.1 (Kim Butler and Schwarz [l]). Let d be a divisor of n 
such that n = dk. Then the n X n l-circulant A = Cf;tPtd over B is idempo- 
tent, and any idapotent lcirculant is obtained in this manner: 
Proof. Since n = dk, (0, d,2d,.. ., (k-l)d,n)=d. Sincer=l, we have 
r2-r = 0 and the condition (4) holds. Since (0, d,2d,. . , , (k - 1)d } satisfies 
the condition (3’), by Theorem 2, A is idempotent. 
Conversely, let A = C::$“l be an n X n idempotent l-circulant. Then, by 
Theorem 2, {i,,i, , . . . ,i,_ 1 } satisfies the condition (3’). We claim that 
{ iO,il,..., i,_ 1 } is a subgroup of the additive group, Z,, of integers module 
n. (Since Odi,,i,,...,ik_lfn - 1, for convenience we also use f, to mean 
the equivalence class in Z, containing the integer it,) Let i, be any element in 
{ iO,il,..., ik_l}. Since {i,,i,,...,ih,...,ik_l}-5(iO+ih,i1+i~ ,..., ih+ 
ih ,...,ik_I+ih}modnho&i,,=it+ihanditmustbeO.Foranytwoi, 
and i, in {i,,i, ,..., i,_,}, i, + i, also belongs to (iO,il,...rik_l}, because 
{i,, i, ,..., ik_l}={io+i,,i,+i,,...,i,+i o,...,ik_l+iv} mod n holds. 
Also, O=if=iW+iy mod n implies i,= -i,. Thus, {iO,il,...,ik_l} is a 
subgroup of Z,. Consequently, any idempotent l-circulant A is in the form 
A = C:;,1P td where n = dk. n 
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3. AN ALGORITHM AND AN EXAMPLE 
LEMMA 3.1. Let n, r, d, and j, be positive integers. Then ‘an n X n 
rcirculant A = Q,()3f;iPjoidt) 
dI(T2-r), andn=dk. 
over B is &potent if and only if d I j,r, 
Pmof. Suppose that A is idempotent. By Theorem 2, the con ‘tion (3’) 
holds, i.e., the condition (3) holds, and by Lemma 2.3, { j,, j, + d . . . , j, + 
(k - 1)d } is an union of some arithmetic progressions module “r’ n with the 
same common difference d 1 = (n, j,r, ( j, + d)r, . . . , [ j, + (k - l)d]h). Since 
the union of these arithmetic progressions module n is { j,, j, + d 1.. . , j, + 
(k - 1)d }, we have d I d, and d I j,r. Again, by Theorem 2, ;we have 
d,t(+r), and d I(+‘- r). By (D) in the proof of Lemma 2.3, k I= m and 
nsdm=dk. 
Conversely, we show that d I j,r, d I (i2 - r), and n = dk i 
% 
ply that 
A = A2. We claim that the condition (3’) holds, i.e., for t = 0, 1, , . . , k - l), 
(j,, jO+d,..., jo+(k-l)d}= {jO+r(jO+td),(jo+d)+r(j,+td),..., 
(jo+(k-l)d)+r(j,+td)} mod n. (6) 
Since jcr isamuhipleof d andsincen=dk,foreacht’=O,l,...,k-lwe 
have 
(j;+t’d)+r(j,+td)= jo+[(t’+t)d+rjO] = j,+t”d mo# n 
for some t” such that O<t”,<k-1. If both of (j,+t’d)+r(je+itd) and 
(j,+t”‘d)+r(j, + t ) are congruent to j, + t “d module n where 0 < t ‘, t “’ 
1 gk-l,&n(t’-t”‘)d~OmocIn.Sin~n=dk~dsin~O<t,t”’<k 
- 1, wehave t’= t’“, and (6) holds. By Theorem 2, A is idempotent I n 
For convenience, we shall call an n X n r-circulant A = Q,(C:, 
t 
P~o+~~) 
over B with d I (r2 - r, jcr, n) and n = dk a basic idempotent rcirc t. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let A,, = Q,(Z~:~P~O+~~) and A, = Q,(C::~P~l+td 
n x n basic idempotent rcirculants 
j,, f d,..., jo+(k-l)d} 
(i.e., no element.in Jo is congruent @ any element in I1 mod& 
A, + A, is an n x n idernpotent r-circulnnt over B. 
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Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 3.1’ by applying 
Theorem 2 to A, + A, = Q,[(C:,-,‘Pio”d)+(C~~~P~l’“d)]. In particular, 1, n 
Jr = 0 ensures that the condition (3’) holds. W 
LEMMA 3.3. Let A, = Q,(C:;tPjg+fd), for g= O,l,. . . ,p - 1, be p n x n 
basic idempotent r-&u&rats over B. Zf the p sets I, = { j , j + d, . . . , jg + 
(k-l)d} forg=O,l ,...,p-larepainvisedisjoint,then~~;okA,isanxn 
&potent r-circulunt ooer B. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let A = Q,.(C;:;P’l) with 0 < i,,i, ,..., k 1, i _ <n-l bean 
n X n idempotent r-circulunt over B. Then A is a sum of n x n basic 
idempotent r-circulunts over B. 
Proof. Let d = (n, i,r, i,r,. . . , i,_ lr). Then by Theorem 2, d I ( r2 - r), 
and the condition (3’) holds, i.e., the condition (3) holds. By Lemma 2.3, 
{io,il,..., i,_ r } is a union of disjoint sets of arithmetic progressions module 
n with the same common difference, d, and the same number of terms, i.e., 
e-l 
{ i,,i,,..., ik-l}=.l)o{jr.jl+d,...,j,+(q-l)d}, 
Then dI(F2- r, jsr,n) for s=O,l,..., e - 1, and by Lemma 2.3, n = dq. 
Hence, by Lemma 3.1, each of A, = Q,(CT:JP~J+ td) is a basic idempotent 
r-circulant for s = 0 1 , ,***, e - 1, and A = C::iA,. H 
Now we present an algorithm for obtaining all n x n idempotent r-cir- 
cufants over B for any given positive integer n. From Theorem 1, we know 
that any n X n O-circuknrt over B is idempotent. Consider r 2 1. 
Stepl. Compute(i2-r,j,r,n)foreachj,=0,1,...,n-1,listallofits 
positive divisors d, and list their corresponding k = n/d. 
Step 2. Form the basic idempotent r-circulants for j, = 0, 1, . . . ,n - 1: 
/k-l \ 
Step 3. Form the sums of the basic idempotent r=circulants (provided 
that the conditions in Lemma 3.3 are satisfied). 
By Lemma 3.1, our algorithm enables us to obtain all n X n basic 
idempotent r-circulants. By Lemma 3.4, our algorithm enables us to obtain all 
n X n idempotent rcircuhurts. 
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EXAMPLE. We determine all 6 x 6 idempotent rcirculants over ~8. 
(a) r = 0. Every 6 X 6 O-circulant over B is idempotent, i.e., every 6 X 6 
(0, l>matrix with the same rows is an idempotent Ocirculant. 
(b) r = 1. Compute (i2 - r, jar, n) = (0, j,,S) and list all of its divisors d 
and fist their corresponding k = n/d. 
For j,=O, we have (0,0,6)=6, andd=l and k=6, d=2 4d k=3, 
d = 3 and k = 2, d = 6 and k = 1. The idempotents are respectively 
and A,,=Q,P’=P’. 
For j, = 1, we have (0,1,6) = 1, and d = 1 and k = 6. The idemlpotent is 
A,,. , 
For jo=2, we have (0,2,6)=2, and d=l and k=6, d=2 ana k=3. 
The idempotents are A,, and A,,. 
Forj,=3, we have (0,3,6)=3, and d=l and k=6, d=3 and k=2. 
The idempotents are A,, and A,,. 
For jo=4, we have (0,4,6)=2, and d=l and k=6, d=2 an9 k=3. 
The idempotents are A,, and Ar2. 
For j, = 5, we have (0,5,6) = 1, and d = 1 and k = 6. The idempotent is 
A,,. 
Hence, the 6 X 6 idempotent lcirculants over 6 are A,, (which is also a 
Ocirculant), Ar2, A,,, and A,,. 
(c) r = 2. Similarly to the computation in (b), the 6 X6 idempotent 
2-circulants over B are A,, = Q2(C:_oPt) (which is A,, and is a Ocir’culant), 
A, = Q2(Cf_oP2’)= Q2(Po + P2 + P4) (which is also a Ocirculant) A, = 
AQ2(5_f1+2t)=Q2(P1+ P3+ P5) ( w ‘c is l-u h al d so a O-circulant), an A, + 
23 
(d) r2L 3. Similarly to the computation in (b), the 6x6 idempotent 
3-circulants over B are A,, = Q3(C:_OPt) (which is A,, and is a 0-k 
1 
ulant), 
A32=Q3(Ilf_oP2t)=Q3(Po + P2 + P4), A,=Qs(C:,oP3’)=Qs(P, + P3) 
(which is a O-circulant), A, = Q3Po, A, = Q3(C:_OP1+3t) = Q3(Pf + P4) 
(which is a Ocirculant), A, = Q3(C:_OP2+3t) = Q3(P2 + P5) (whi h is a 
Ocirculant), A,, = Q3P2, A, = Q3P4, A, + A, = Q3(Po + P’ + P + P4) 
(which is also a Ocirculant), A, + A, = Q3(Po + P2 + P3 + P5) ( 
i 
hich is 
also a O-circulant), A, + A, = Q3(Po + P2), A, + A, = Q3(Po + P4), A, 
+ A, = Q3(P1 + P2 + P4 + P5) (which is also a O-circulant), and A34 + A, 
= Q3( P2 + P4). 
(e) r = 4. Similarly to the computation in (b), the 6 X 6 idempotent 
44rculants over B are A,, = Q4(C:_,-,Pt) (which is A,, and is a Ocirculant), 
A, = Q4(CF_‘,,P2’) = Q4(Po + P2 + P4) (which is a Ocirculant), A, = 
Q4(C:,,P3’) = Q4(Po + P3), A, = Q4Po, A, = Q4(C;_oP’+2’> = Q4(P1 + 
P3 + P5) (which is a Ocirculant), A, = Q4P3, A, + A,, = A41, and A, + 
A, = A,. 
(f) r = 5. Similarly to the computation in (b), the 6 x 6 idempotent 
kirculants over B are A,, = Q5(&,Pt) (which is A,, and is a O-circulant) 
and A, = Qs(&,P2’) = Q5(Po + P2 + P4). 
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